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Edward (Ted) Duckworth’s story
1999 – 2000 – Operation Palladium at Camp Maple Leaf

Destroyed farm house situated along the road
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Authors’ note
The principal authors of this text, aside from the individual recounting the story, are John Cochrane, a former
member of the unit, and his niece Marina Tinkler, a Concordia University literature student.
This record of events was prepared in 2015, many years after they occurred. The authors prepared this record
principally using information obtained during interviews with the individuals involved. Where possible, this
information was corroborated through interviews with others and a review of pictures and other publicly
available information. The record presents the events as the individuals involved remember them several years
after they occurred.
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Edward (Ted) Duckworth’s story
Edward (Ted) Duckworth deployed to Bosnia from August 1999 to February 2000 on Rotation 5 of
Operation Palladium with D Squadron of the 12e Régiment blindé du Canada (12e RBC).
D Squadron was a reconnaissance (recce) squadron attached to a battle group formed by the 1er
Battalion, Royal 22e Régiment du Canada (the R22eR) who were fulfilling Canada’s commitment to
provide a battle group to the NATO Stabilisation Force in Bosnia (SFOR).
D Squadron was stationed at Camp Maple Leaf, where Ted worked as the driver for the Operations
Warrant officer (Ops WO) in the Squadron Headquarters (HQ).
Personal Background
Ted was attracted to the military having come from a family that had served in the military in both
Canada and Britain. When he originally applied to join the Canadian Armed Forces, he was initially
selected for pilot training. He was then asked to take a lung test because he had previously suffered
from asthma. Unfortunately, he failed the lung test because he had bronchitis on the day of the test.
Still interested in the military, Ted joined the Royal Canadian Hussars in 1995. Prior to his deployment to
Bosnia, his only call-out experience had been when he worked as part of a military task force providing
assistance to civil authorities in the aftermath of the Quebec ice storm of 1998.

Ted and some other soldiers pose for a picture in cavalry
troop uniforms using RCMP horses
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Ted helping out in the Eastern Townships after the ice
storm of 1998.
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Preparation
With the other soldiers in the squadron being mobilised for the Bosnian mission, Ted attended
preparatory training from February to July 1999. During this training, which was conducted principally in
Valcartier and Gagetown, the soldiers were familiarized with different weapons, including those used by
the belligerents. Ted enjoyed having the opportunity to see foreign weapons such as AK-47s and World
War II era German MG 42 machine guns. The soldiers received refresher training on the equipment they
were to use, some history, and some very basic language training. Ted remembers interpreters teaching
the troops to say key phrases like “stop or I’ll shoot you”. The squadron also practiced tactical
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manoeuvers and operating procedures, and worked on physical fitness and team building. They ran 5
km every day and 10 km on Fridays.
At that time, none of the reservists assigned to the squadron were qualified to drive the new Coyote
reconnaissance vehicles that were going to be used in Bosnia, so none of them were assigned positions
in the recce troops. Instead, they were assigned to other roles in the HQ or the rear echelons. Since Ted
was qualified to drive a Bison Armoured vehicle, he was selected to be a driver within the squadron HQ.
The squadron HQ was equipped with three Bisons, two of which were used as command posts.
Ted worked principally as the driver for the Ops WO, who was David Tofts, an RCH alumnus. The Ops
WO was generally responsible for the operations of the squadron’s command posts (CPs). The CPs were
equipped with multiple radios and work areas in the back of the vehicle. As well, they had tents that
could be erected to expand the work areas and masts that could be extended to increase the range of
the radio antennas. During field operations, Ted worked in the CP, driving it when it moved, setting it up
when it stopped and then working in it as a radio operator. Because French was not his first language,
he at first had some difficulty recording long messages and kept asking people to repeat them. Some
people in the recce troops complained about this and he was warned by the Ops WO to improve his
performance, which he worked hard to do, because he really wanted to go on the mission.

Riot control training in Valcartier
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Taking a rest on top of a vehicle in Valcartier
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Ted remembers different training sessions, like the one when the squadron was practicing riot control.
During the ramp-up for the impending elections in Bosnia, it was thought that the squadron might be
asked to help the local forces in controlling a hostile crowd. As part of this training each soldier was
sprayed with pepper spray. They were also asked to experience tear gas and to practice donning and
wearing gas masks. On one occasion, in an effort to make the training more realistic, the squadron
decided to operate an old T72 Russian Tank that Canada had received as a gift from Germany and
repatriated to Valcartier for training purposes. Conceivably, they might need to collaborate closely with
local forces that used this type of equipment. The Canadian crew of this tank turned on the device
designed to lay a smoke screen thinking it might be an effective means of dispersing a crowd. The tank
generated the smoke by squirting fuel onto a hot surface which emitted a very foul smelling blackishgrey smoke. Unfortunately, once the crew got the smoke generator working they could not figure out
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how to turn it off. Ted remembers feeling nauseous inhaling the awful smoke. He could see that it
might have an effect on less determined belligerent forces. The tank moved out leaving a noxious trail of
smoke as it drove around the base. Ted also remembers seeing how the steel track pads tore up parts of
the asphalt roads. The Soviet-bloc tanks were not equipped with rubber track pads that would allow
them to travel on roads without causing damage.
Ted also remembers learning NATO’s rules of engagement. Since this rotation was being deployed
several years after the Dayton peace agreement had been implemented and the hostilities had ended,
the Canadian Forces were not expecting any significant confrontations. Nevertheless, the rules allowed
them to intervene if necessary. The rules were less restrictive than those used under the UN. NATO
forces were allowed to be more proactive and engage belligerents even before receiving fire.
Nevertheless, they still needed to use proportional force.
To perform their live-fire range practices, the squadron moved to Gagetown in a road move. Ted was
the driver for the operations warrant who was a key person in the organisation and supervision of the
range exercise. In this capacity Ted was able to observe first-hand the range practices. Unfortunately,
the squadron was there during a very dry period when the risk of forest fires was high. Due to lack of
rain, the squadron would rise very early each morning and go to the range hoping that the dew would be
sufficient to suppress the risk of grass fires and let them conduct their practice. This approach was not
successful and after several days, a call was made to Ottawa to have the range procedures overridden.
The squadron did not want to go into the theatre without ever having proven that they could use the
weapons on the new vehicles. Permission was obtained, the range exercise commenced and resulted in
a large grass fire, so the exercise had to be stopped. During that period, the squadron did not receive
any cooperation from the weather.

Moving to and from the ranges at CFB Gagetown
Photos provided by Ted Duckworth

Vehicles moving on the battle runs in Gagetown
Photos provided by Ted Duckworth

The soldiers departing on Rotation 5 were originally told they would receive a 2 week long preembarkation leave but this was cut 4 days short for an early deployment.
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Arrival in Bosnia
To get to Bosnia, the members of the squadron flew non-stop from Quebec City to Zagreb and
disembarked from the plane directly on the tarmac near the airport perimeter fence. Ted was surprised
to see that the ground immediately on the other side of the perimeter fence had markings that indicated
that it was a minefield.
From there, they were transported by a large bus to Camp Maple Leaf, which was to be their home for
the next six months. At Maple Leaf, they received introductory briefings including one about mines and
booby traps, which was the most significant risk to the Canadian soldiers at the time. At the camp
Quartermaster’s stores, they were issued all their kit, weapons and vehicles.
Deployment structure and location
The R22eR battle group was comprised of three infantry companies, an armoured recce squadron, a
combat engineer squadron, mortar and anti-tank platoons, and a HQ command element. The Battle
Group HQ was situated near Coralici. The infantry companies were each given areas of responsibility
within the Canadian sector. The Canadian sector was generally in the north-west part of the country.
Because of its mobility and specialised skills, the recce squadron was assigned tasks throughout the
entire Canadian sector rather than being given an area of responsibility.
The recce squadron, an infantry company and an engineer squadron and some other support units were
located at Camp Maple Leaf, a permanent base in Zgon. While the recce squadron was based at the
camp, the recce troops were often sent out to patrol, to set up roadblocks or to complete other tasks
aimed at enforcing the Dayton accord and maintaining the peace. One of the tasks SFOR performed was
to inspect the military bases of the two separate Bosnian armies to ensure that they only had the
weapons they were authorised to hold. The recce squadron also supported the infantry companies and
the local police in conducting weapons collection operations and in setting up roadblocks.

Arial view of Camp Maple Leaf at Zgon. The recce
squadron was headquartered here
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth
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Poster showing Canadian area of responsibility and the different camps. A red leaf indicates the location of a
camp or other type of installation. Camp Maple leaf is the camp furthest to the east. The border between the
two parts of Bosnia is demarked by the yellow line. The Canadian area of responsibility is the green area.
– photo provided by Ted. Duckworth
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Within the camp, sleeping quarters were established inside tents erected in an abandoned carpet
factory. Fire blankets were hung on steel cables within those tents to create small compartments for
privacy.
When the troops left the secure area of the camp, they had to wear their protective clothing. This
included a canvas load vest and helmet. It also included a U.S. Army flak jacket equipped with ceramic
bullet-proof plates on the front and back. The load vest was worn over the flak jacket and was used
principally to carry spare magazines full of ammunition. The Canadian soldiers still wore their normal
green uniforms, but the helmet cover they received on arrival in Bosnia had a camouflage pattern. They
were also issued a set of Gore-tex boots that were not normal Canadian issue.

Large tents were erected inside the factory to organise
living quarters for the troops
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Protective clothing and weapon laid out on Ted’s cot.
The carry vest on left is used to carry magazines of
ammo. The Kevlar vest on right is worn underneath to
protect vital organs
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Work at the command post
Ted had several responsibilities at the squadron HQ. His day job was principally to work as a driver and
to maintain the three Bison Armoured Vehicles assigned to the HQ. His evening job was to man the
radios as a duty operator in the CP.
The Squadron command post (CP) was set up permanently in the offices of the building at Camp Maple
Leaf. The radios were removed from the vehicles and installed inside the offices of the building. The
antennas were installed on towers on the roof. The operations room had desks for the staff, radios on
one wall and a large map board on the other. The duty operator had to maintain a log of all messages
sent or received. The map was equipped with movable arrows and pins that the operator used to
indicate the last known location of each of the recce troops. If an important message was received the
operator had to inform the Ops WO or the duty officer. A table was also maintained to show the status
of the different routes used by the troops – i.e. to show if it was passable or not. Occasionally routes
became impassable due to weather, landslides or other problems.
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Ted on duty as an operator at the squadron command
post at Camp Maple Leaf
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Ted during a halt on the way to a meeting
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

The CP was generally operated 24 hours a day seven days a week. Ted was generally on duty in the CP
for an eight-hour shift starting at around six PM, after he ate supper. The bathroom facilities were
nearby and someone could generally replace him if need be.
The CP had different radios – one to communicate with higher headquarters and the other companies in
the battle group, and another to communicate within the squadron. There was also a third frequency
which was the battle group administration frequency. The CP also had a CB radio which allowed it to
communicate with the International Police Task Force. To communicate with the rear party and others
in Canada, it has several telephones and a secure computerized messaging system.
Ted remembers that the volume of communications during his shift was generally light. The squadron
net was kept open if any troops were away from the camp. Generally, these troops were on individual
missions that did not require a lot of coordination with the squadron HQ. Occasionally they would
submit situation or progress reports. Sometimes they would call in to report an accident and request
assistance. Sometimes they would use a short phrase that was known by everyone in the squadron to be
an internal joke. If they called in to say that they were going to “dismount and reconnoitre” it usually
meant that they were stopping either to have lunch at a roadside restaurant or to shop at one of the
local markets.
Most of the radios that the squadron used were very high frequency radios (VHS) which work well if you
have line of site. This was rarely the case in the mountainous terrain in Bosnia. The squadron also had a
limited number of high frequency (HF) radios that could be used. The radio waves emitted by these
radios are more apt to bend with the circumference of the earth. At times, when troops were deployed
at a distance or beyond a mountain range, arrangements were made to relay the communications
through radio stations that the corps of signals had deployed permanently on two high points in the area
- Gos Peak and Mount Gola.
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View from top of Mount Gola. A huge military
complex was built by the Tito government under this
mountain adjacent to the airfield
Photo copied from Sean Maloney website

Signaller radio relay station at top of Mount Gola
Photo taken from SFOR informer journal online

At the headquarters, Ted’s English language skills were helpful, notably when dealing with other
countries who used English as the common language for communicating within SFOR. The camp
received a lot of visitors from the military forces of other countries participating in the SFOR mission.
Some of these visitors were particularly interested in examining the new Coyote vehicles and the
sophisticated surveillance equipment they carried.
Ted remembers being on duty just before midnight on December 31st, 1999. He started wondering if any
parts of his equipment would stop working as a result of the year-2000 bug. At one minute past
midnight, he conducted a radio check with the other stations and all responded without incident. The
big excitement was over.
Vehicle maintenance
Ted was also responsible to perform the driver’s regular maintenance and make small repairs on the HQ
squadron’s three Bison vehicles. A Bison is an eight-wheeled armoured vehicle that can be used in
different roles, notably as a command post, an ambulance, or as a troop transport vehicle. The Bisons
that Ted maintained included the 2 CP vehicles and the battle captain’s vehicle. The other driver in the
squadron HQ was responsible to maintain the soft-skinned vehicles.
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Ted sitting on top of one of the Bisons that he was
responsible to maintain
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Inside the back of a Bison showing the benches that
could be used to transport personnel – note the
machine gun being stored on the bench and the M72
anti-tanks weapons in their docks on the wall.
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Since the Bisons were not being used continuously as CPs, they were often used to transport troops
between Camp Maple Leaf and remote troop locations. This additional transport was needed because
each of the recce troops had been assigned sufficient personnel to operate seven vehicles even though
they only had five. The presence of additional soldiers facilitated troop operations when troop members
rotated out on leave and when additional staff were needed to provide local security in remote
locations. The drivers and crews that borrowed these vehicles did not always take good care of them.
One recurring problem was the headsets for the vehicle intercom system. The temporary users of the
vehicles would often break the headsets and throw them on the floor so Ted had to continuously check
the state of the devices and repair or replace them. When the radios or vehicle intercoms did not work,
he had to determine which piece was not working and get a replacement. This was done by trial and
error, changing pieces one at a time until the broken piece could be isolated.
Ted was also responsible to maintain the machine guns that were mounted on the tops of the three
vehicles. The machine guns were C6 machine guns that fired 7.62 mm rounds. He signed them out of
the QM and placed them in the vehicles, along with several boxes of ammunition, two M72 rocket
launchers and numerous smoke grenades. When the vehicles were parked at the camp, the machine
guns were stored in the rear compartment of the vehicle. When the vehicles left the camp, the crews
mounted the machine guns as well as a box of ammunition in their support brackets on top of the
vehicle. The ammunition belt was fed into the weapon to be ready for use, but the machine gun was
generally not cocked. When the vehicles returned to camp, Ted would check the weapons and clean
them. Ted often cleaned these weapons during the evening when he was on duty at the command post.
He would take the barrel and butt off the weapon, disassemble the other parts and lay them on a clean
surface. He would then clean and oil each of the individual parts and then reassemble them and return
the weapon to the vehicle. This work needed to be done after each use or at least once a week to
prevent rust from forming, which it was apt to do given the humid climate. To avoid potential problems
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with the ammunition, Ted ensured that the open boxes were used during one of the many range
practices and replaced with unused boxes.

A Bison undergoing brake repairs at a repair bay at
Camp Maple Leaf
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Illustration of a C6 F1MAG 7.62 mm machine gun
Photo obtained from Canadiansoldier.com website

When the vehicles developed problems that he could not resolve himself, Ted was responsible to take
them to the mechanics to get them repaired. One of the recurring problems for the vehicles was the
brakes. Extra armour had been installed on the vehicles with a view to providing more protection to the
crews. This extra weight combined with the mountainous terrain shortened the useful lives of the brake
pads. Because of the risks involved, Ted was asked to take each vehicle to the garage for full brake
inspections at intervals of approximately 2 months. At the garage, to make best use of the mechanics’
time, Ted was instructed to drive the vehicle into a repair bay, jack it up and take off all the tires. Once
the tires were off, the mechanic would come and inspect the brakes. Occasionally the mechanics would
ask Ted to remove the brake drums for a more detailed inspection. If parts needed to be replaced, this
work would be done by the mechanics and then Ted would put the wheels back on and return the
vehicle to the parking lot. Ted was also asked to test the Jacobs Exhaust Brake which he would do by
revving the engine and taking his foot off the gas to see if the engine immediately slowed down. This
brake restricts the flow of exhaust gases and increases back pressure inside the engine thus slowing it
down. In the hilly Bosnian countryside, its effectiveness was essential in reducing the wear and tear on
the wheel brakes.
While at the mechanics’ garage at the camp, Ted saw many out-of-service vehicles waiting for parts.
During this period, most spares had been reserved for a separate military operation in Kosovo. Kosovo,
another republic, was fighting to secede from the Yugoslav federation, and Canada had been tasked to
send a separate squadron there. Compared to the troops in Bosnia, those in Kosovo were in a riskier
situation so they were given priority for parts.
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Driver duties
As one of two drivers at the Squadron HQ, Ted would drive one or more of the squadron officers to the
higher headquarters at least one a week. He also drove on other trips and remembers several incidents.
Once, on an Election Day, he was driving the Battle Captain back to the camp in a Bison. The Bison’s
cooling system stopped working and the motor overheated. They stopped in front of a house and tried
to call for recovery but radio communications were not good because they were in a low-lying area. The
occupant of the house seemed very suspicious and nervous and went and got some friends who
accumulated in front of the house. Ted thought something was brewing so he put some more water in
the radiator and suggested that they move on to avoid potential trouble. He had to stop several times
along the road to refill the water and let the motor cool, but they eventually made it to higher ground
and were able to call in a request for recovery. The recovery did not come till after dark. Ted found it to
be a little intimidating for them to be out in the dark by themselves not knowing when the recovery
vehicle would arrive.
On another occasion, Ted was sent out in the winter to drive the Battle Captain who wanted to visit one
of the troops. In their Bison, they climbed some steep hills and entered a small high foggy valley where
they encountered very icy conditions. As the vehicle climbed the road on the far side of valley its wheels
stated to spin and it started to slide towards the side of the road, which was a steep embankment with
no guardrail. Ted realized that the vehicle was not going to make it up the hill without its winter chains.
He slowly backed the vehicle down to a flat spot at the midpoint of the valley, but could not pull off the
road due to the risk of mines. This was the first time that Ted had ever put on chains. The week before,
he had asked someone to show him how, but they had not been able to find the time to do so. The
chains needed to be put on all of the vehicle’s eight wheels. Ted got them out and started to work. For
the left side wheels, he had to lie on his back with his head under the vehicle and the lower part of his
body extended out into the road. Large logging trucks kept passing on the foggy road, so the signaller
acted as lookout calling out to warn Ted to pull his legs in whenever one approached. One of the chains
was broken and it took a very long time to install it in a way that it would not risk damaging the brakefluid line. Given it was his first installation, and given the passing trucks, the reduced visibility due to fog,
and the difficulties encountered, Ted found this to be a stressful afternoon.
On separate occasions, Ted was able to observe some interesting live fire exercises when the squadron
went to the ranges. The squadron deployed to large ranges on military bases in Glamoc and Sanica. At
the range, Ted drove the Ops WO behind the squadron as it went through a battle run with some of the
other NATO forces. He remembers that, on one exercise, the squadron advanced through a live-fire
training area in a combined exercise with British Tanks, Spanish Infantry and Polish helicopter-borne
troops. The squadron advanced until enemy was detected and the troops from the other countries
proceeded with a quick attack.
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D Squadron at ranges in Bosnia
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

British troops at the range as well
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

Camp life
Generally, because he had to work the evening shift in the CP, and perform maintenance and driver
duties during the day, Ted had little opportunity to partake in camp life and visit the mess. In theory, he
was allowed two beers per day at the mess, but was not able to visit it very often. He remembers
attending a Thanksgiving dinner as well as a Christmas dinner. He also remembers attending a small
Remembrance Day parade within the camp. The Remembrance Day ceremony was particularly
memorable because it occurred while the troops were deployed overseas in an area where there was a
recent conflict.
He regularly received care packages from his friends and family. The gesture was always appreciated but
sometimes the gifts only arrived after a long delay and they had spoiled. Sometimes he would receive
the packages 3 months later, other times within the week. His grandmother once mailed him a care
package that was waiting for him when he came back to his quarters from his work shift at 3 AM. He
found the box of baked goods on his bed and enjoyed a bedtime snack that he noted tasted vaguely like
coconut. The next morning he made the unpleasant discovery that in the course of the long voyage the
confections had become covered with mold.
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Ted and a fellow soldier relaxing on the walls of the
castle ruins looking down over the town of Kljuc
Photo provided by Ted Duckworth

View of the road below through one of the doors at the
Kljuc castle
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Shortly after arriving in Bosnia, he remembers leaving the camp with one of the other soldiers and hiking
up one of the nearby hills to visit the ruins of the Kljuc castle. The castle was constructed in medieval
times to protect the community from attack. The engineers had checked the road between the camp
and the castle for mines and declared it safe for recreational use by the Canadian soldiers.

Additional pictures of the Kljuc castle
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Additional pictures near the Kljuc castle
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

On another occasion, Ted and the other driver for the squadron headquarters were jogging close to the
camp when a young woman ran out of the woods in obvious distress. Her clothes were torn and it
looked like she had been beaten. The two young soldiers took her to the camp where the interpreters
determined that she had apparently been kidnapped and sexually assaulted by the local police. She was
visiting from Slovenia and her presence in this part of the country seemed to be resented by some of the
locals. An hour or so later, a local policeman arrived and parked his car outside the front gate and raised
his hand to show her that he had her passport. She decided to leave the camp of her own free will and
walked over and got into the police car. Ted was told that there was nothing that the squadron could do
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for the woman. He of course was very concerned for her safety and frustrated by the futility of his
actions and the situation.
Vacation and leave
Each of the soldiers in Bosnia was entitled to a home leave travel allowance, which was an amount of
funds equivalent to the cost of a return trip home to visit his or her family. Rather than go home to
Canada, Ted invited his mother to come and meet him in London to celebrate her 50th birthday. After
they met and celebrated in London, they toured England, Scotland and Wales and visited some family
friends.
On his first 96-hour leave, Ted visited Budapest, Hungary, on a tour pre-arranged with other soldiers. On
his second 96-hour leave, he visited Vienna on his own.
Injury
Near the end of his tour, Ted seriously injured his back. This injury was the result of lifting heavy objects
such as the large vehicle tires which he changed on his own as well the constant bumping and jarring in
the vehicle as a driver. As time progressed, his injury became so painful that he started driving the Bison
standing up rather than sitting down.
He underwent an X-ray that confirmed that he had an injury but because the squadron HQ was very
shorthanded and had no reinforcements, he was not sent home. He had difficulty sleeping, was very
uncomfortable and was assigned light duties but continued to work in the CP and as a driver.
Departure
At the end of the rotation, the squadron was transported by bus to Zagreb and then flew to Quebec City.
He remembers the send-off because the mechanics at the camp had a life-size cardboard picture of
Shania Twain which they had modified to allow them to move the arm. For the departure, they brought
this out to send-off the departing troops. He remembers seeing Shania and a group of mechanics waving
goodbye to him outside the bus.
After the return
Despite his injury, he was released from his call-out and sent back to the unit. Back at the unit, even
though he reported the injury, nothing seemed to happen to address his medical situation. Eventually,
he called the Veterans’ Ombudsman, who intervened and unblocked matters. He was then put on
disability and paid throughout his physical recuperation and vocational rehabilitation. He was also given
a veteran’s pension. He underwent back surgery in July 2000 and then attended physiotherapy sessions
for over two years.
Since his injury also prevented him from pursuing a military career, he was enrolled in a vocational
rehabilitation program. Under this program, he attended university, first at Concordia, where he
obtained a Bachelor of Arts in History and Geography within two years, and then at McGill, where he
obtained a teaching degree. When he finished these programs in 2003, and his vocational rehabilitation
was considered a success, he was released from the military.
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In 2003, he started working at MacDonald High School in Saint-Anne-de-Bellevue, teaching History and
Geography. At the school, he also ran an extra-curricular robotics program for his students along with
another former Hussar, Master Corporal (Retired) Alan Dornan.
Subsequently, Ted participated in a successful class action law suit which brought to light the fact that
the group insurance company used by the military had underpaid convalescing veterans over many years
by paying them invalidity benefits only on a net basis, after incorrectly deducting the amounts of their
veterans’ pensions.
Throughout the years Ted maintained his interest in military matters. He was active every year
organising the Remembrance ceremony for the school that was conducted jointly with the nearby
Sainte-Anne-de-Bellevue Veterans’ Hospital. Also, as a collector, he refurbished a military Iltis jeep.
From 2004 to 2009, he served as an officer in Cadet Instructor Cadre at an air cadet squadron on the
West Island.
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